government promoted the development of untapped resources of the
Amazon. Through economic development programs, population relocation programs that pulled citizens
from the slums, and the construction
of dams and highways, the government created a helter-skelter immigration to the Amazon. In order for
farmers or ranchers to claim land it
had to be cleared, and that is where
the problems began.
Rather than being absorbed by
the ground, rain within the Amazon is mostly caught in the canopy,
known as convectional rainfall. As
the rainforest heats up, the water
evaporates, forming clouds that
provide the next day’s rain. The hot,
damp forest floor aids in the rapid
decomposition of dead plants, which
in turn provides nutrients easily absorbed by shallow plant and tree
roots. As neither the roots nor the
nutrients are deep, removing the
vegetation for farmland results in

soils that quickly become infertile
and dry, making the soils erode easily. Removing the trees disrupts the
water cycle, leading to dryer conditions for farming. When rain does
come, flooding and heavy erosion
lead to too much silt in waterways.
Rainforests cleared for agriculture
make poor farmland.
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miners, and cattle ranchers often
fight each other for a foothold, trampling the rights of aboriginal Indian
populations, indifferent to the fragile
ecology.
Slavery and violence are the trademark of the inexhaustible greed associated with global supply chains.
In 2005, American nun and environmentalist Dorothy Stang was gunned
down in Para, a northern state infamous for violence, contract killings,
slave-like labor conditions and environmental devastation.
According to the Catholic Land Pastoral, a watchdog group that tracks
rural violence in Brazil, more than
1,200 activists, small farmers, judges, priests, and others have been
killed over attempts to preserve the
rainforest in the last twenty years. As
was the case with Stang, gunmen are
hired by loggers, ranchers, and farmers to silence protesters interfering
in illegal logging and land rights. Al-

though killings over land are seldom
punished, Stang’s murderers are
now serving their sentences.
Roughly 224,000 square miles of
Brazil’s Amazon rainforest have been
destroyed since 1980. Between 1991
and 2000, the total area of forest lost
to deforestation rose from 160,000
to 227,000 square miles. The deforestation is so extensive that cleared
swaths are visible to the naked eye
from outer space. Images provided
by NASA show the western state of
Rondônia, where some of the worst
deforestation took place between
2000 and 2012, as seen here.
Scientists fear that the loss of an
additional 20% of the rainforest will
interrupt too much of the rainforest’s water cycle, causing the remaining forest to dry out and die. In
a slash and burn farming culture, the
potential for devastating wildfires
would be very high.
During the last fifteen years, the
Brazilian government, partly due to

international pressure, has created
protected areas and indigenous reserves while being more aggressive
on curbing encroachment. Brazil’s
environmental protection agency,
Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente
e dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis
(IBAMA), while underfunded and
undermanned, has helped enforce
environmental laws. IBAMA officials
are often left to pay for their own gas
and carry a small pistol to face off
with heavily armed loggers, but creating an electronic logging certificate
system and using satellite imagery
is helping hone in and cut down on
illegal logging. An awareness of the
Amazon’s value is emerging. Since
2004, the rate of deforestation in the
Brazilian Amazon has fallen nearly
80 percent. The question remains
whether it will be too little too late to
save the Amazon.
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QUESTIONS
1. How do standing forests affect carbon emissions?
2. How do felled forests affect carbon emissions?
3. Why are Amazonian forests poor lands for farming?
4. How are environmental issues political and cultural as well?
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